
Grade 5
Division

Answer the questions

(1) How many pieces can be cut from 4488 meter long rope when the length of each piece is 680 cm ?

(2) On his 8th birthday, Dominik decided to distribute candies in his class of 35 students. His mom gave
him 79843 candies to distribute. If he distributed candies equally in the class, how many candies did
each student get and how many candies are left with Dominik?

(3) What is the largest digit at one's place of the number 588_ that will make it divisible by 9?

(4) A number gives a quotient of 7 when divided by 7. What is the number.

(5) In the orchards of the northern part of Switzerland, delicious bananas are packed in boxes of 73 each.
How many boxes will be required to pack 33653 bananas?

(6) Find the largest number that divides 550 giving a remainder of 6 and also divides 687 giving a
remainder of 7.

Choose correct answer(s) from the given choices

(7) Which of the following numbers is divisible by 10 (one or more correct answer)?

a. 4780 b. 3740

c. 2160 d. 3082

(8) 79 ÷ 9 = ______

a. 8R7 b. 9

c. 9R8 d. 9R7

(9) 982 divided by 0 is

a. Not Possible b. 0

c. 1 d. 982

(10) The rule for a number to be divisible by 3 is that 

a. it is composite b. it ends in 3

c. the sum of its digits is divisible by 3 d. the number is odd

Fill in the blanks

(11) Fill in the blanks ( e.g. 7 ÷ 2 = 3R1):

A) 375183 ÷ 99 =  R B) 923439 ÷ 41 =  R 



C)
526003 ÷ 88 =  R 

D)
892808 ÷ 33 =  R 

(12) A number is divisible by 4, if the number formed by the digits at the  and  place is

divisible by 4.

(13) Fill in the blanks:

A) 382 ÷ = 31R10 B)  ÷ 12 = 10R9 C) 501 ÷ 17 =  R 

D) 728 ÷ = 48R8 E) 710 ÷ 19 =  R F) 429 ÷ 11 =  R 

(14) The largest digit at the one's place of the number 1289__ that will make the number divisible by 4 is 

.

(15) Fill in the blanks:

A) 142693 ÷ 10 =  R B) 329988 ÷ 100 =  R 

C) 649516 ÷ 100 =  R D) 377150 ÷ 10 =  R 


